
 

 
IICCEESS 

International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety 
  

Approved Minutes  

ICES TC95 Meeting  
Motorola Solutions 

8000 West Sunrise Blvd 
  

Friday, 10 December 2010  

1300 – 1700 h  

 

1. Call to Order 

Chairman Chou called the meeting to order at 1305 h. 

2. Introduction of those Present 

Each of the attendees introduced her/himself.  (See Attachment 1 for list of attendees.) 

3. Approval of Agenda 

 “COMAR – Meltz” was added as Item 11(f); “ICES/ICNIRP Harmonization” was added as item 

10 (d).  There being no further changes, following a motion by Ziskin and a second by Hatfield, 

the agenda was approved as modified.  (See Attachment 2 for approved agenda.)  

4. Approval of 12 June 2010 TC95 minutes 

Following a motion by Hatfield and a second by Ziskin, the minutes of the 12 June 2010 TC95 

meeting were approved as presented. 

5.  ICES Chairman’s Report  

Bodemann discussed the Berlin SASB meeting where he presented the ICES Annual Report.  

Petersen said that based on comments from some of the SASB members and IEEE staff, the 

report was well-received and helpful as many people on the SASB are not fully aware of the role 

of ICES.  Bodemann then discussed upcoming meetings, particularly the June meetings in 

Halifax, Nova Scotia.  The meetings will be held 9 – 11 June 2011, immediately before the 33rd 

Annual Meeting of the Bioelectromagnetics Society, a venue that should attract attendees.  He 

also reported that Howard Bassen is stepping down as chairman of SC1 – two candidates for his 

replacement have been identified.  A decision will be made in January.   

Bodemann discussed the “Draft working document in view of amending Directive 2004/40/EC of 

the European Parliament and of the Council.”  He pointed out that he is involved with drafting the 

working document, which is still incomplete, but available.  He pointed out that restrictions and 

limit values are characterized in terms of “zones and levels,” where levels are the estimated or 

measured field values at the workplace in absence of the worker.  For example Level 0 

corresponds to limit values for the general public—any exposure level under Level 0 is part of 

Zone 0.  Level 1 corresponds to a level where adverse health effects are not expected under 

normal working conditions for persons who are not part of a group at particular risk.  Any 

exposure level between Level 0 and Level 1 is part of Zone 1.  Level 2 corresponds to the 

maximum directly measurable value for which automatic compliance with the exposure limit
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value is guaranteed—any level between Level 2 and Level 1 is part of Zone 2. Working in Zone 2 

requires more extensive evaluation and preventive measures. He noted that the high-frequency 

limit values remain the same (ICNIRP) but the low frequency limit values are different.  The 

lower tier limit values are those of ICNIRP; the upper tier values are the German limit values, 

which include values for the trunk only and for the whole body and head.  He noted that the first 

draft of an impact assessment has been rejected.  Bodemann pointed out that the opinion of the 

advisory committee must also be included with the working document but the recommendations 

are not mandatory.  The document is scheduled to be published in April 2012—but this may be 

unrealistic.  Trottier noted that the EU Parliament statement, which recommends adopting lower 

limits for mobile telephones, was ignored. 

6. TC95 Chairman’s Report 

Chou discussed a number of meetings where he gave presentations related to standards and ICES.  

These include the FDA Temperature Workshop that was held in January 2010 immediately 

before the TC95 meetings—eight of the papers presented at the workshop will be published this 

spring in the International Journal of Hyperthermia.  He also gave presentations at the March 

2010 Progress in Electromagnetics Research Symposium (PIERS) meeting in Xi’an China, the 

BEMS meeting in June in Seoul, Korea, plus meetings in Taiwan and Beijing, China.  In each of 

the presentations he promoted ICES by including discussions on the rationale of the C95 

standards, the openness of the process, etc.   

7. Executive Secretary’s Report  

Petersen provided a brief update of items of interest to ICES (see Attachment 3).  He noted that 

the SCC39 (sponsor) P&Ps will have to be revised and submitted to the SASB Audit Committee 

(AudCom) before 31 December 2012.  In addition to sponsor P&Ps, working group P&Ps are 

now required.  Baseline (model) P&Ps for SCCs and for working groups are available on the 

IEEE website.  These baselines documents, which have gone through several iterations, bring 

uniformity to the sponsor and working group P&Ps.  Some clauses are not modifiable others are 

modifiable, which allows adaptation to suit the needs of the sponsor.  

Petersen reported that revision PARs for C95.2 (RF energy and current flow symbols) and C95.7 

(RF safety programs) were approved in November.  He also reported that the PAR extension 

request for P1528.1 was discussed at the December NesCom meeting.  A decision was made to 

withdraw the PAR and submit a PAR for a new jointly developed IEC/IEEE project with the 

approved IEC project number (P62704-1).  The PARs for P1528.2 and 1528.3 will also be 

withdrawn and PARs for new jointly developed projects (P62704-2 and P62704-3, respectively) 

will be submitted.  Each request will be submitted in time to be placed on the March 2011 

NesCom agenda.  

8. Treasurer’s Report 

Petersen provided an update on the ICES finances.  The current balance is $7568.30, which does 

not include registration fees collected for this meeting.  There are no outstanding charges.  The 

major expenditures are for website maintenance. 

9. Membership Chairman’s Report 

Murphy reported that Daoud Attayi (Canada), Kenici Yamazaki (Japan) and Chungsang Ryu 

(Korea) were recently approved as TC95 members.  He noted that a membership request from Mr 

Amin Daneshmand Malayeri, was not accepted because of a lack of evidence of expertise or 

material interest in the field, but he is encouraged to participate on the subcommittees.  In 

response to a question from Meltz, Murphy explained that not all TC95 members have posted 

bio-sketches on the ICES website.  Many have but it’s not mandatory.  Meltz said that he thinks it 
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should be mandatory – Murphy disagreed but agreed to raise the issue at the next AdCom 

meeting. 

ACTION ITEM 1: Murphy will address the issue of whether posting TC95 member bio-

sketches on the ICES website should be mandatory. 

10. Topic presentations  

a) NATO issues 

Klauenberg discussed a number of standards issues of importance to NATO (see 

Attachment 4).  He explained that he is custodian of the NATO EMF safety standards and 

is taking the lead in developing PC95.1-2345, the publicly available standard that will be 

considered for replacement of STANAG 2345, the current NATO standard.  He discussed 

the military waiver from compliance with the EU/EC Workers Directive, which provides 

the opportunity to draft our own standard and re-visit issues such as safety margin, e.g., 

reducing the safety margin in certain cases to address operation in emergency situations.  

He discussed a number of ways to define various zones based on potential risk and 

operation.  He concluded by reviewing his interaction with IEEE regarding an agreement to 

make C95.1-2005, C95.3-2002 (R2007), C95.3.1-2010, C95.6-2002 (R2007), C95.7-2005, 

the revision of C95.1 (merging of C95.1-2005 and C95.6-2002), the revision of C95.3-2002 

(merging of C95.3-2002, C95.3.1-2010) and C95.1-2345 publicly available documents, i.e., 

downloadable from the web at no cost.  Costs to implement this program have been 

provided by the US Navy.   

b) ICES/ICNIRP Harmonization 

Thansandote provided an update on ICES/ICNIRP activities toward harmonizing the C95 

standards with the ICNIRP guidelines.  He briefly discussed the 2000 meeting in Munich 

between ICES and ICNIRP leadership where an attempt was made to develop a 

communication path between the two groups that would include sharing documents.  A 

similar meeting in Texas followed but no formal program evolved.  He noted the session at 

the BEMS meeting in San Diego in 2008 where IEEE standards and ICNIRP guidelines 

were discussed and he is attempting to set up a similar session at the June 2011 BEMS 

meeting in Halifax.  Jeff Carson, President of BEMS, will write to ICNIRP to explore the 

possibility of a session, the format, e.g., open, closed to public, both sides attend, debate, 

etc.  He said we will have to wait from a response from ICNIRP as to whether the session 

will go forward and if so the format.  Following a short discussion, the consensus was that 

an ICES/ICNIRP session is unlikely to happen.  DeFrank suggested inviting individual 

members of ICNIRP to the TC95 meetings but that was considered unlikely to happen 

because of ICNIRP’s professed lack of vested commercial interests of its committee 

members.   

Thansandote concluded by noting that several plenary sessions are planned for the Halifax 

BEMS meeting including a tutorial on science and reporting, WiFi, a review of the 

Interphone project, and a review of the literature (since June 2010). 

c) Established adverse effects vs. possible biological effects 

Chou addressed this issue by summarizing a number of expert reviews of the scientific 

literature (see Attachment 5).  He noted that more than 60 such independent reviews by 

health agencies, panels of experts, etc., have been published during the past 10 years.  The 

consensus of the expert reviews is that there is no clear evidence of health effects 

associated with exposures below contemporary exposure guidelines and standards.  The 

issue is that advocates who claim that RF exposure at levels below the standards may result 

in “possible biological effects” and therefore a precautionary approach should be followed.  

However, scientific support for these claims or a plausible interaction mechanism is 
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lacking.  In response to a question by Erdreich regarding public access to the reviews, Chou 

pointed out that many of the expert and health authority reviews are posted on their own 

websites and a number of association websites, e.g., MMF, GSMA.   

d) Why hardware developers should support continued development of  RF/microwave 

exposure standards 

In absence of the authors of this presentation, D’Andrea and Ziriax, Chou presented the 

slides (see Attachment 6.)  He noted that the presentation was originally given at a session 

that he organized at the Asia-Pacific Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility in 

Beijing April 2010.  The theme of the meeting, “EMC Harmonizes the World,” is similar to 

the goal of ICES regarding harmonization of the world’s safety standards.  The standards 

development process, issues with public acceptance of standards, issues with bioeffect 

research funding, issues with “over protective standards,” and distinctions between 

“effects,” e.g., work stoppage, and injury, were briefly described.  A number of reasons for 

hardware developers to support of bioeffect research were given, e.g., quality research will 

improve existing exposure and assessment standards and will support RF/microwave 

technologies.  Klauenberg pointed out that one item suggested in support of standards 

harmonization is to encourage local standards to conform to recognized international 

standards (slide 20).  He said he agrees, and we have been trying to do this for years, but 

the results always seem to be in one direction.  Chou said he disagreed pointing out the 

recent changes to the ICNIRP low frequency limits are in the direction of the corresponding 

IEEE limits.  

11. Reports from the Subcommittees  

a) SC1 

In Bassen’s absence, Petersen reported that C95.3.1 was published earlier in the year.  The 

intent is to combine it with C95.3-2002 to cover the frequency range of 0 Hz to 300 GHz.  

Bassen notified the AdCom that he is stepping down as SC1 chair – two candidates for the 

position have been identified. 

b) SC2  

Tell reported that SC2 is trying to resolve issues raised by Joe Bowman of NIOSH 

regarding the lack of NIOSH recognition of C95.7-2005.  The process will be to review 

C95.7 and recommend certain changes/modifications, where possible, that should address 

NIOSH concerns.  If agreement can be reached between TC95 and NIOSH, these changes 

can be incorporated into the revision.  Cleveland reported that an FCC Report and Order is 

to be released, possibly in April, which will review the 1996 conclusions regarding the 

FCC safety guidelines. He believes that the Report and Order will contain a footnote 

pointing to C95.7-2005.  

c) SC3 

SC3 met jointly with SC4—see SC4 report.  

d) SC4 

Thansandote reported that SC3 and SC4 met jointly yesterday afternoon and this morning to 

discuss the revision of C95.1-2005 and C95.6.  Thirty five members and guests were present 

at the two meetings; there were two presentations.  The first, by Kuster, discussed and raised 

questions about long medical implants under RF exposure conditions, e.g., electrical leads.  

Under certain exposure conditions a significant temperature increase can occur at the tip.  

Possible solutions were discussed, e.g., examine and perhaps change the WBA SAR and the 

averaging volume for the peak spatial-average SAR over a limited frequency range.  The 

second presentation by Kavet reviewed recent progress in low-frequency dosimetry 
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particularly results obtained using the FDTD method with anatomically-correct models. He 

said that there was no consensus as to whether or how to include this information in the 

revision.   

Thansandote also reported that considerable time was devoted to addressing open items on 

the comment matrix resulting from the review of PC95.1/D2.1 (July 2010) that was 

distributed for comment in August.  Of the 92 comments received, all but five were resolved 

at today’s meeting.  Action items were assigned for those that are still open.  A new draft will 

be prepared and reviewed by the Editorial WG before the June meeting.  Thansandote 

concluded by reporting that Joe Elder will take over the RF literature surveillance/evaluation 

process.  Linda Erdreich will help with the low-frequency literature surveillance/evaluation 

but someone is needed to organize and maintain the database.  

e) SC5 

Needy reported that SC5 will meet in June in Halifax. 

f) COMAR  

Meltz recommended forming a TC95 discussion group to come up with ideas for 

establishing better ways for communicating with the public.  As an example, he read items 

3.1 thru 3.7 of the COMAR charter that describe the specific functions of COMAR 

http://ewh.ieee.org/soc/embs/comar/ that could be used as a guide for establishing routes of 

communication on standards issues.  He agreed to look further into this issue.     

12. ICES Website improvement 

Murphy provided an update on the ICES website.  He noted that from April thru November, there 

were 625 unique visitors. The number of hits and the number of pages viewed per month were 

~1000 and ~2200, respectively.  The approximate total number of pages viewed by country are 

9000 (US), 2000 (Russia), 1600 (China), 700 (Germany), and 99 (Turkey).  He said that he is 

uncertain about how this compares with similar websites.  The goal is to improve the website and 

increase the number of hits.  He asked everyone to think of ways that the site could be improved 

and send him their suggestions.   

13. New Business 

Bodemann announced that in appreciation of Klauenberg’s effort in securing the agreement 

between the NATO Standardization Agency and IEEE to replace STANAG 2345 with a publicly 

available consensus standard, e.g., PC95.1-2345, and his efforts in securing the agreement with 

IEEE to make certain C95 standards publicly available, he was-nominated for the 2011 IEEE SA 

International Standards Award.  

14. Future Meetings 

The next meeting will be held in Halifax Nova Scotia the morning of 11 June 2011 (immediately 

before commencement of the 33rd Annual Meeting of the Bioelectromagnetics Society. 

15. Adjournment 

There being no further business, following a motion by Ziskin and a second by Umbdenstock, the 

meeting was adjourned at 1615 h. 

 

Action Items Arising at the December 2010 TC95 Meeting 

 Action Assigned to: Date due: Status 

1. Address the issue of whether posting TC95 member bio-

sketches on the ICES website should be mandatory. 

Murphy Next 

AdCom 

meeting 

 

http://ewh.ieee.org/soc/embs/comar/
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List of Attendees 
TC95 

10 December 2010 

Motorola, Plantation, FL 

 

 

 Last Name M.I. First Name Affiliation Country Member 

1.  Bodemann  Ralf Siemens AG DE M 

2.  Bushberg T. Jerrold U. of California, Davis US M 

3.  Chou  C.K. Motorola Solutions, Inc. US M 

4.  Cleveland F. Robert EMF Consulting US M 

5.  Cotton  David Sitesafe Inc US M 

6.  DeFrank J. John USACHPPM US M 

7.  Duensing  Randy INVIVO US O 

8.  Elder A Joe Independent Consultant US M 

9.  Erdreich S. Linda Exponent US M 

10.  Haes, Jr. L. Donald BAE Systems US M 

11.  Hatfield B James Hatfield & Dawson US M 

12.  Ikehata  Masateru Railway Tech Res Institute JP M 

13.  Johnson  Bob L-3 Communications-Narda US O 

14.  Kavet I Robert EPRI US M 

15.  Klauenberg  B. Jon USAF US M 

16.  Meltz L. Martin Retired US M 

17.  Murphy R. Michael Directed Energy Bioeffects US M 

18.  Nappert  Hughes CEM Industry Canada CA M 

19.  Needy I Robert Naval Surface Warfare Ctr. US M 

20.  Packer  Malcolm Harris RF Communications US M 

21.  Petersen C. Ronald R C Petersen Associates US M 

22.  Tell A. Richard Richard Tell Assoc. Inc. US M 

23.  Testagrossa A Paul Alcatel-Lucent US M 

24.  Thansandote  Art Health Canada CA M 

25.  Tofani  Santi Servizio Di Fisica Sanitaria IT M 

26.  Trottier  Lorne Matrox  O 
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 Last Name M.I. First Name Affiliation Country Member 

27.  Umbdenstock J. Donald Tyco/Sensormatic US M 

28.  Wessel  Marv Global RF Solutions US O 

29.  Ziskin, MD C. Marvin Temple Univ. Med School US M 
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Approved Agenda  

ICES TC95 Meeting  
Motorola Solutions 

8000 West Sunrise Blvd 
  

Friday, 10 December 2010  

1300 – 1700 h  

 

1. Call to Order:  Chou  

2. Introduction of those Present: All  

3. Approval of Agenda:  Chou  

4. Approval of 12 June 2010 TC95 minutes:  Chou  

5.  ICES Chairman’s Reports:  Bodemann  

6. TC95 Chairman’s Report: Chou  

7. Executive Secretary’s Report  Petersen  

8. Treasurer’s Report:  Varanelli  

9. Membership Chairman’s Report:  Murphy  

10. Topic presentations:   

a) NATO issues: Klauenberg  

b) Established adverse effects vs. possible biological effects Chou  

c) Why Hardware Developers Should Support Continued Development of  Chou  

RF/Microwave Exposure Standards (Ziriax and D’Andrea) 

d) ICES/ICNIRP Harmonization Thansandote  

11. Reports from the Subcommittees:  

a) SC1: Bassen  

b) SC2: Tell  

c) SC3: Kavet  

d) SC4: Thansandote/Ziskin  

e) SC5: Needy  

f) COMAR Meltz  

12. ICES Website improvement: Chou  

13. New Business: Chou  

14. Future Meetings: Chou  

15. Adjournment: 
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ICES –Administrative

Policies and Procedures (P&P):

 Defines organizational structure (SCC-39)

 Based on “SA Baseline P&Ps for Type 2 SCCs” (with deviations)

 Accepted by SASB Audit Committee, June 2007

 Review/revise/re-submit before December 2012

 Working Group (SC) P&Ps are now Required – Random Audits   will 
begin June 2010

Annual Report (2009-2010)

 Accepted by SASB, September 2010

 Presented by Chairman Bodemann at Berlin SASB Meeting 

Interpretation requests
 One outstanding interpretation request (being addressed)
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ICES TC95 Standards: Status

C95.1-2005: (Safety  levels, 3 kHz – 300 GHz)
 Approved 2005; published 2006

 Action – PAR for revision approved (June 2010) 

PC95.1a: (Safety levels, 3 kHz – 300 GHz)
 Amendment 1 (sets ceiling values for induced and contact current) 

 Published May 2010

C95.2-1999: (RF energy and current flow symbols) 
 Reaffirmed 2005

 Action – Par for Revision approved (November 2010)
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ICES TC95 Standards: Status

C95.3-2002: (RF measurements and computation: 100 kHz to 
300 GHz)

 Reaffirmed 2008

 Revision will incorporate C95.3.1

PC95.3.1: (Measurements and computation: 0 Hz to 100 kHz)

 Incorporates IEEE 1460

 Published May 2010

C95.4-2002: (Safe distances from antennas during blasting 
operations)

 Reaffirmed 2008
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IEEE ICES

ICES TC95 Standards: Status

C95.6-2002: (Safety levels – 0 to 3 kHz)

 Reaffirmed 2007

C95.7-2005: (RF safety programs)
 Action – Par for Revision approved (November 2010)

1460-1996: (Measurement of quasi-static electric and magnetic 
fields)

 Reaffirmed 2008

 Incorporated into C95.3.1

 Action – Withdraw (2013 or earlier)
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New Project Authorization Requests (PARs)

PC95.1: (Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Human 
Exposure to Electric, Magnetic and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 
300 GHz)

 PAR approved June 2010
 Revision and merge of C95.1 and C95.6 into a single standard

PC95.1-2345: (Standard for the Evaluation and Control of Personnel 
Exposure to Electric, Magnetic and Electromagnetic Fields, 0 Hz to 
300 GHz)

 PAR approved September 2009
 Civil standard for consideration as NATO STANAG 2345 replacement 
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ICES TC34 Standards: Status

1528-2003/2005: (Peak Spatial-Average SAR in the Human Head 
from Wireless Communications Devices: Measurement Techniques)

 Sponsor ballot on revision to begin early next year
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IEEE ICES

IEC-IEEE Jointly Developed Standards Agreement

 IEC and IEEE have agreed to an extension of the existing agreement on dual 
logo publications to include a procedure for joint development of IEC/IEEE 
International Standards

 The new agreement, which is an addendum to the original IEC-IEEE Dual Logo 
Agreement, establishes procedures for IEC and IEEE to jointly develop standards

 Either an IEC Technical Committee or Subcommittee or an IEEE Committee may 
determine the need for a joint development project. This may be a new work 
item or a revision to an existing standard

 The USNC submitted New Work Proposals (NWP) for joint development of IEEE 
standards projects P1528.1, P1528.2, and P1528.3.  Each project was approved 
for joint development (IEEE/IEC);  IEC project numbers are P62704-1, P62704-2 
and P62704-3, respectively.  Each project is related to numerical methods for 
the determination of SAR.
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IEEE ICES

TC34: Projects

P1528.1: (Peak spatial average SAR in the human body from wireless 
communications devices, 30 MHz - 6 GHz: General requirements for using 
the FDTD method.)

 PAR approved September 2005; PAR extension request approved 
December 2009

 Approved as jointly developed standard project (IEC/IEEE P62704-1)

P1528.2: (Peak spatial average SAR in the human body from wireless 
communications devices, 30 MHz - 6 GHz: Specific requirements for 
FDTD modeling of vehicle mounted antenna configurations.)

 PAR approved September 2005; PAR extension request approved 
December 2009

 Approved as jointly developed standard project (IEC/IEEE P62704-2)
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IEEE ICES

ICES TC34 Standards/ Projects: Status

1528.3: (Peak spatial-average SAR in the human body from wireless 
communications devices, 30 MHz - 6 GHz: Specific requirements for 
FDTD modeling mobile phones/personal wireless devices)

 PAR approved March 2006

 Approved as jointly developed standard Iproject EC/IEEE P62704-3

P1528.4: (Peak spatial average SAR in the human body from wireless 
communications devices, 30 MHz - 6 GHz: Requirements for using the 
FDTD method for SAR calculations, specifically involving vehicle 
mounted antennas and personal wireless devices)

 PAR approved June 2008
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OUTLINE

1. The Problems
2. The impact of the European Union Worker Safety Directive
3. An example: Contact current limits
4. Apparent inequity among stakeholder groups: Medical
5. What is Interoperability and why is it important to NATO
6. NATO stakeholder activities with European Commission
7. Solutions toward EC Directive and NATO compatibility
8. Why Use Civil Standards?
9. The Transition From NATO to Civil Standards Process
10.Access to IEEE standards (DoD Sponsorship)
11.Way ahead
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Standardization Agreement (STANAG) 2345: “Evaluation and 
Control of Personnel Exposure to Radio Frequency Fields –
3kHz to 300 GHz” 2003

• Designated “Essential STANAG”

• USA Custodian 1993-present

• Based on IEEE C95.1

• Last revision 13 Feb 2003

• Triennial review: reaffirm, revise, cancel

• Revision stalled due to proposed EU Worker Safety Directive

NATO RADIO FREQUENCY 
RADIATION SAFETY STANDARD
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PA#-08-173Pa

Distribution A.  Approved for public release

DIRECTIVE 2004/40/EC PROBLEMS 
IMPACTS T0 MILITARY 

• Multiple unique characteristics of military special operating 
environment have not been not considered
 Military unique electromagnetic systems

o Higher power
o Specialized waveforms and electronic signatures
o Classified aspects

• Special considerations for medical and business are not 
afforded to military
 Medical magnetic resonance imagining: exemption
 Manufacture of systems: exemption
 Demonstrated science-based data ignored

o Contact current values in high frequency range
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OPERABILITY THREATENED BY 
PROPOSED EU DIRECTIVE

• Survey of NATO nations showed operational impact on safety 
from new EU Worker Safety Directive limits on contact currents

• Reduction of Action Level to 40 mA contact current is not 
mitigatable if implemented as a De Facto Exposure Limit Value

• Operations impacted (non-mitigatable)
– HF communications often last 6 – 8 hrs
– Vertical replenishment operations
– Man-Overboard & Search-And-Rescue
– Ship to ship supply transfers
– Fuel transfer
– Armaments test and transfer

• Entire deck of ship “off limits”
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EXCLUSION ZONES AT 100mA

HNLMS Oblong

Representation of Measurements on Netherlands frigate
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EXCLUSION ZONES AT 40mA

No space on deck is open to workers! A new risk to safety

HNLMS Oblong

Representation of Measurements on Netherlands frigate
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PA#-08-173Pa

Distribution A.  Approved for public release
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PA#-08-173Pa

Distribution A.  Approved for public release
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• Most EU nations are already working to the “action levels” in 
Directive 2004/40/EC, some as de facto limits.

• USA, CAN and some Non-EU Nations military unlikely to 
adopt similar standard due to impacts to operations: 
interoperability will become impossible

• EU and Non-EU cooperation needed for interoperability
• NATO Civil Standards program seen as a solution
• NATO 2009 agreement with Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers (IEEE) to draft and manage standards
• EC Directive Working Group repeatedly says it is considering 

IEEE standards but drafts do not include IEEE values
• Possible NATO - EU coordination through EC Directives?  

EUROPEAN WORKER STANDARDS
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DOOR OPENED FOR NATO 
INVOLVEMENT IN EU COMMISSION

• 3 Feb 09: Director NATO Standardization Agency letter to EU
– Requests NATO participation in EC Directive review
– Cites potential impacts to military operations and 

interoperability and safety concerns

• 18 Feb 09: Custodian invited brief to EU Commission WG; 
Ljubljana, SLO 

• 21 Apr 09: Director General European Union Commission 
invites NATO to participate in future stakeholder meetings

• 9 July 09: Briefing on impacts to EU Commission WG: 
Luxembourg, LUX

• 6-8 Oct 09:  Umea, SWE: Invited guest speaker to EU 
Presidency Conference on electric and magnetic fields (EMF) 
worker safety
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• Necessary for Multinational exercises and combat operations.
• Obtained through commonality of policy
• Standard (STANAG) ensures interoperability and safety
• Overly restrictive standards: 
Create severe operations impacts
Potential degradation of safety systems
Potential mission impacts 

• Recent EC proposal for increased flexibility for Directive 
 Positive approach
 Must extend flexibility beyond the medical realm
 Provides fundamental framework for military expert zone

NATO INTEROPERABILITY WITH 
STANDARDIZATION
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"During the pre-adoption discussion in the Council and 
Parliament some political choices had been made in order 
to avoid unduly hampering the use and development of 
cutting-edge techniques, in particular medical procedures 
using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) techniques. 

Therefore, no exposure limit value has been established 
for exposure to strong static magnetic fields (MRI falls within 
this category).”
(SECOND STAGE OF CONSULTATION C(2010)3250 final, 20.5.2010, 3.3 a.) 

MEDICAL COMMUNITY EXEMPTED!
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BUSINESSES AND MEDICINE 
NOT TO BE HAMPERED 

“Directive 2004/40/EC has failed to provide a protection 
system which would not duly hamper businesses 
and in particular the use and development of 
medical applications using the magnetic resonance 
imaging technique. It is therefore considered necessary to 
introduce more appropriate and proportionate measures 
protecting workers from risks associated with electromagnetic 
fields, owing to their effects on the health and safety of 
workers.
(pg.3 (4) Draft working document (17.09.2010) )
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ENTIRE MRI LIFECYCLE 
EXEMPTED! 

“The exposure limits systems referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 
above do not apply to the medical applications using the nuclear 
magnetic resonance effect and the related activities such as 
manufacturing, cleaning, maintenance, development and 
research activities. In these particular cases, specific reinforced 
qualitative measures shall be put in place as set out in Annex 3.” 
(General Provisions: Section I, Article 3.4 (Draft working document (17.09.2010) )

NATO position on exemptions

• NATO objects to exemptions, especially without limits: Unsafe

• NATO has similar lifecycle requirements as MRI

• Recommends expert-zone with limits within the safety margin
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IMPROVED COMMUNICATION 
BETWEEEN NATO & COMMISSION

• 13 July 2010 EC Advisory Group Luxembourg
• First draft of 2nd Stage Consultation reviewed
• Many issues. Inequity of stakeholder treatment, failure to 

incorporate military requirements and impacts
• 17 September EC Advisory Group Luxembourg

• Second draft  
• Medical MRI exempted
• No improvement on military impacts. Need to elevate

• 27 September
• Director Armindo Silva meets NSA,
• Custodian briefed impacts and Directive 89/391/EEC clause
• Agreement to include “derogation” (waiver) for military
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•Proposed Directive 2004/40/EC is within the meaning of
Framework Directive 89/391/EEC Article 2, Scope 2,
which states “This Directive shall not be applicable
where characteristics peculiar to certain specific public
service activities, such as the armed forces or the police,
or to certain specific activities in the civil protection
services inevitably conflict with it.” Conflicts that
introduce or reinstate previously controlled risks to safety
and health should be reduced through appropriate and
proportional measures as described in Scope 4.

DIRECTIVE 89/391/EEC 
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From: Georges.HERBILLON@ec.europa.eu [mailto:Georges.HERBILLON@ec.europa.eu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 08, 2010 11:42 AM
To: Klauenberg, J B Civ USAF AFMC 711 HPW/RHDR
Subject: RE: NATO statement for Directive and 17 September agenda

“I have had difficulties to find out how to cope with your 
latest suggestion to give the army a special treatment….
Special provisions for the army: this is a legal issue that we 
cannot solve neither at our level nor at our director's 
level because it implies a lot of other actors and means 
an unusual and significant change in the legal process. I 
have sympathy for the approach and I am investigating on 
how we could get there without too many complications. I 
hope to be able to give you more info and details when you 
are here on 17 September.”

LEGAL ISSUES 
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Serious concerns of impacts to military safe operations have 
not been given due consideration. 

No recognition of extensive military EMF safety programs as 
superior risk management

Examples: My comments to the Umeå conclusions and to 
the 2nd phase of the social dialogue appear to have not 
been considered. 

NATO is not even noted as a stakeholder, although I 
provided numerous briefings on the impact to operations  
(Ljubljana, Luxembourg, Umea, Luxembourg, Luxembourg).

NATO CONCERNS 
NOT INCLUDED 
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Commanders need their personnel protected and healthy to 
maintain force capabilities. “Protect those who protect us!”

Employ large sophisticated multifactor safety programs 

Include EMF experienced medical doctors, health physicists, 
bioenvironmental engineers, radiation safety officers, 
scientists, electrical and electronics engineers, and other 
safety support workers, all working to ensure personnel safety.

Military/NATO led development of first EMF safety standards 
in 1950s.

Continues to lead in research and standardization 

MILITARY EMPLOY RIGOROUS                
SAFETY PROGRAMS
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PA#-08-173Pa

Distribution A.  Approved for public release

SOLUTIONS

1. Include a zone above the controlled access zone but 
below the adverse health effects level. 
 The Restricted Expert Only Access zone 
 Apply to medical, business, industry, and military

2. No exemptions for any special interest group

3. Revise medical exams and subsequent health surveillance 
 Only if five (5) times the exposure limit values
 Within the safety margin
 Below adverse health effects level

4. Reference both of the leading standards (IEEE) or 
guidelines (ICNIRP) simplifying update and acceptance

5. Standardize terminology for ease of understanding
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“Nation’s militaries engaged in multinational 
activities, such as NATO exercises or combat, are 
permitted to establish Restricted Expert Only 
Access exposure zones, wherein allowed exposure 
values, determined to be below the established 
adverse health effects limits, are assigned 
appropriate reduction (safety or uncertainty) factors 
that are smaller than those set for the non-military 
workers taking into consideration the high level of 
risk safety management.”.

CLAUSE TO  BE INSERTED 
IN 2004/40/EC
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• “Adherence to a system including exposure limit levels and 
action levels wherever applicable should be seen as a means 
to facilitate the provision of a high level of protection as regards 
the established adverse health effects that may result from 
exposure to electromagnetic fields. But such adherence may 
impede reconciliation with specific conditions existing in 
certain activities such as medical procedures using 
magnetic resonance techniques or military operations 
where interoperability is required and where internationally 
accepted standards providing an equivalent protection of 
workers subject to specific exposure situations are already in 
place. It is therefore necessary to take these particular 
conditions into account.”

• ”In this draft, binding exposure limits are not considered 
applicable for MRI.”

Directive 2004/40/EC 
Nov 5 2010 Draft  Mililtary Exemption 
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PA#-08-173Pa

Distribution A.  Approved for public release

“It is therefore considered necessary to introduce effective 
but more appropriate and proportionate measures 
protecting workers from the risks associated with 
electromagnetic fields . This text announces the overall 
goal”

“To protect workers exposed to electromagnetic fields 
requires the carrying out of an effective and efficient risk 
assessment. This obligation should however be proportional 
to the situation encountered at the workplace.”

Directive 2004/40/EC 
Nov 5 2010 Draft  Proportionality
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• “The exposure limit systems referred to in paragraphs 1 
and 2 above do not apply to the medical applications 
using the nuclear magnetic resonance effect and the 
related activities such as cleaning, maintenance, 
development and research activities.”

• “The exposure limit systems referred to in paragraphs 1 
and 2 above do not apply to the armed forces in Member 
States where a protection system such as NATO standard 
STANAG 2345 or equivalent is already in place and 
implemented.”

• “The revised STANAG 2345 due to be adopted soon will 
cover the full range from 0-300 GHz. Currently it starts at 
3 kHz only.”

Directive 2004/40/EC 
Nov 5 2010 Draft  Mililtary Exemption 
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CIVIL STANDARDS
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• The Perry Memo: Perry, William J. “Specifications and Standards – A New Way of 
Doing Business” DoD Memorandum. 29 June 1994.

• Public Law 104-113, The National Technology and Transfer 
and Advancement Act  of 1995

• Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-119 
(Revised), "Federal Participation in the Development and Use of Voluntary Consensus 
Standards and in Conformity Assessment Activities“ February 10, 1998. 

• DoD 4120.24M "DoD Standardization Program (DSP) Policies and 
Procedures”, March 9, 2000

• NATO Framework For Civil Standards (C-M(2004)0009)

• “Participation in Non-Governmental Standards Bodies is a 
‘good business model’”  G. Saunders DSP Journal, Jan/Mar 2009.

DRIVERS FOR MILITARY USE OF 
CIVIL STANDARDS
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• Reduction in cost of maintaining standards

• Leverage resources  

• Avoid duplication of effort: Don’t remake the wheel

• Gain access to wider spectrum of standards

• Make available to a maximum number of users

• Remain abreast of industry advancements

• Use the experts!: SDOs focus on drafting standards

BENEFITS OF “GOING CIVIL”
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Technical Cooperation Agreement 
NSA-IEEE Signed
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FIRST TRANSFER OF A 
STANDARDIZATION AGREEMENT

“I am very glad to establish this new relationship with IEEE, which 
constitutes the basis for the very first transfer of a NATO STANAG to 
a civil Standards Developing Organization,” said Vice Admiral Juan 
A. Moreno, Director NSA. “For the first time in NATO’s 60 year-old 
history, a STANAG will be converted into a civil standard that will 
meet civil and military requirements.” NATO News 15 May 2009
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“New IEEE Military Workplace Standard” signed 30 July 2009

SPECIFIC AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
NATO AND IEEE

IEEE shall develop, 
maintain, revise, and 
update a new IEEE 
military workplace 
standard that will 
address normative 
military 
occupational/workplace-
specific exposure limits 
to electric, magnetic and 
electromagnetic fields
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• Selection of NATO standardization documents for transfer 
• Market survey (1st Jun 08, 2nd Sep 08)

• SDO response (1 Oct 08) and selection of the SDO (22 Jan 09) 

• Technical Cooperation Agreement  (14 May 2009)

• Specific Agreement for standard  (1 August 2009)

• SDO forms technical group  (1st meeting 22-23 July 2009)

• Revise or draft new  (expected in 4-6 months)

• Brief NSA MEDSTDS WG: Distribute study draft  (January 2011)             
(Now June 2011)

• IEEE Ballot and Publish (additional year)

• NATO adoption / recognition of civil standard (6-12 months)

THE NATO STANDARDS 
TRANSFER PROCESS

Done

Done

Done

Done

Done

Done
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PA#-08-173Pa

Distribution A.  Approved for public release

POSSIBLE ROADBLOCK TO 
CIVIL STANDARDS

• Civil standards cost and are expensive

• Costs are pushed down to user

• Example: US DoD Instruction 6055.11 “Protecting Personnel 
from Electromagnetic Fields”, 19 Aug 2009 references IEEE

 Cost DoD-wide over $500K, every 5 years

 Complaints from field radiation safety officers 

o Can not afford 

o Using International Commission on NonIonizing
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP): free on internet

• Need to consider cost to users in any agreement

• Will be roadblock to NATO nations adoption
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• Jan 08: Briefed IEEE Standards Director and senior staff
– Health and safety standard should be public access
– Not a specification or performance standard
– No economic value 
– Non profit duty of IEEE should look favorably

• Two year negotiation toward affordable sponsorship by U.S. 
Navy, Air Force, and Army 
– USN funding was key, thanks Bob!

• Includes IEEE-NATO standard
• Free website access to public for twelve (12) ten (10) years

– Renegotiated: Added C95.3, C95.3.1 (Thanks Dr, Karrass!)

• Includes revisions during period of performance

SOLUTION TO COST ROADBLOCK
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• IEEE C95.1-2005 – IEEE Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Human 
Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to 300 GHz, or latest 
version thereof during period of performance.

• IEEE C95.3-2002 – IEEE Recommended Practice for Measurements and 
Computations of Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields With Respect to Human 
Exposure to Such Fields, 100 kHz-300 GHz, or latest version thereof during period of 
performance.

• IEEE C95.3.1-2010 – IEEE Recommended Practice for Measurements and 
Computations of Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields with Respect to 
Human Exposure to Such Fields, 0 Hz to 100 kHz, or latest version thereof during 
period of performance.

• IEEE C95.6-2002 (R2007) – IEEE Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to 
Human Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields, 0-3 kHz, or latest version thereof during 
period of performance, or latest version thereof during period of performance.

• IEEE C95.7-2005 – IEEE Recommended Practice for Radio Frequency Safety 
programs, 3 kHz to 300 GHz, or latest version thereof during period of performance. 

IEEE STANDARDS ASSOCIATION WILL 
PROVIDE UNLIMITED PUBLIC ACCESS 
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• Upon IEEE-SA Standards Board approval, C95.1 and C95.6 will be 
combined and become IEEE C95.1 – IEEE Standard for Safety Levels 
with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic 
Fields, 0 kHz to 300 GHz.

• Upon IEEE-SA Standards Board approval, C95.3-2002 and C95.3.1-2010 
will be combined and become a single standard, project number and 
title TBD.

• Upon approval by IEEE-SA Standards Board, combined IEEE C95.1 –
IEEE Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio 
Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 0 kHz to 300 GHz, or latest version 
thereof during period of performance.

• Upon approval by IEEE-SA Standards Board, combined C95.3 
document, or latest version thereof during period of performance. 

• Upon approval by IEEE-SA Standards Board, C95.1-2345, or latest 
version thereof during period of performance

THERES MORE…
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ACCELERATED PROGRESS IN 2009
2009
• 22 Jan: NATO Medical WG approved transfer to IEEE
• 24 Apr: Delegated Tasking Authority, Medical Board approves
• 14 May: Technical Cooperation Agreement NSA-IEEE signed
• 30 Jul:  Specific Agreement with IEEE signed
• 22-23 Jul : 1st meeting of IEEE TC95 NATO Editorial Comm
• 10 Sep:  Project Authorization Request (PAR) to IEEE New 

Standards Committee (NesCom) 
• 28-29 Sep: 2nd meeting of IEEE TC95 NATO Editorial Comm
2010
• Meeting of IEEE TC95 NATO Editorial Committee

o 13-15 Jan: 3rd, 28-29 Jul: 4th, 9-10 Nov: 5th meeting
• 14 Sep 1 Dec: US DoD sponsorship of IEEE standards 
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WAY AHEAD FOR TRANSITION OF 
STANDARD UNDER STANAG 2345

• SDO Technical Committee coordinates with the Custodian
• Custodian coordinates with other NATO subject matter experts
• SDO publishes the “New IEEE Military Workplace Standard”
• Nations subject matter experts determine if the standard meets 

NATO requirements (and National requirements)
• Custodian, on behalf of the Tasking Authority (TA), works to 

develop a document to formally adopt the civil standard.  
• The NATO Standardization Agency supports the development 

of the adoption notice/document
• TA (Custodian) develops a covering STANAG 2345  
• NATO nations ratify/agree to the document, and NSA 

promulgates the document 
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• Medical Standards Board approves transfer to IEEE
• Technical Cooperation Agreement NATO/IEEE signed
• Specific Agreement signed
• IEEE working group formed
• NATO custodian on IEEE TC95 NATO Working Group

• DoD on editorial working group for new IEEE C95.1
• NATO standard template for new IEEE C95.1
• IEEE C95.1 basis by reference for DoDI6055.11, 21 Aug 09

• EU Commission invites NSA to working group: Success!!
• New IEEE Mil Standard in 9-12 months
• No-cost to end user sponsored by US DoD component services
• Transfer-conversion ON TRACK, 
• Delivery to MedSTD WG January 2011 June 2011

SUMMARY
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“LOVE IT A PLAN COMES 
TOGETHER”
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Note: HLC-EOA 
zone is within 
the very 
conservative 
safety margin

RISK MANAGEMENT                
DECISION TREE

Caution: potentially 
hazardous situation 
that, if not avoided, 
could result
in minor or moderate 
injury

potentially hazardous 
situation that, if not 
avoided, could
result in death or 
serious injury
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Thank you for your attention!

QUESTIONS?

B. JON KLAUENBERG, Ph.D., 
AFRL 711 HPW/RHDR
Air Force Research Laboratory 
711 Human Performance Wing 
Human Effectiveness Directorate 
Directed Energy Bioeffects Division 
Radio Frequency Radiation Branch 
bertram.klauenberg@us.af.mil
210-536-4837

????????  ?
QUESTIONS

mailto:Bertram.klauenberg@us.af.mil�
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RF safety issues

C-K. Chou
December 10, 2010

ATTACHMENT 5
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Expert Scientific Reviews (1 of 5)
 UK Health Protection Agency (HPA) (2010) 

Health Advice on Mobile Phones
http://www.hpa.org.uk/webw/HPAweb&HPAwebStandard/HPAweb_C/1195733769169
–The scientific consensus is that, apart from the increased risk of a road accident due to mobile phone 

use when driving, there is no clear evidence of adverse health effects from the use of mobile phones or 
from phone masts.

 WHO (2010)
Electromagnetic fields and public health: mobile phones
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs193/en/index.html
–To date, no adverse health effects have been established for mobile phone use.

 ICNIRP (2010)
Note on the Interphone publication
http://icnirp.org/documents/ICNIRPnote.pdf
–ICNIRP therefore considers that the results of Interphone study give no reason for alteration of the 

current guidelines.

 UK HPA (2010) 
http://www.hpa.org.uk/NewsCentre/NationalPressReleases/2010PressReleases/100518INTERPHONE/
–Dr John Cooper, director of the Health Protection Agency's Centre for Radiation, Chemicals and 

Environmental Hazards, said: "The INTERPHONE study has not established an increase in brain cancer 
but some uncertainties remain, particularly regarding high users. The HPA welcomes both the study and 
the call from the International Agency for Research on Cancer for further research into mobile phone 
use and brain cancer."

http://www.hpa.org.uk/webw/HPAweb&HPAwebStandard/HPAweb_C/1195733769169�
http://www.hpa.org.uk/webw/HPAweb&HPAwebStandard/HPAweb_C/1195733769169�
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs193/en/index.html�
http://icnirp.org/documents/ICNIRPnote.pdf�
http://icnirp.org/documents/ICNIRPnote.pdf�
http://www.hpa.org.uk/NewsCentre/NationalPressReleases/2010PressReleases/100518INTERPHONE/�
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Expert Scientific Reviews (2 of 5)
 FDA (2010)

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/UCM212306.pdf
– No evidence linking cell phone use to risk of brain tumors

 National Cancer Institute (2010)
http://www.cancer.gov/newscenter/pressreleases/Interphone2010Results

– NCI Statement: International Study Shows No Increased Risk of Brain Tumors from Cell Phone Use

 Australia Cancer Council (2010)
http://www.cancer.org.au/Newsmedia/mediareleases/mediareleases2010/17May2010.htm

– World’s largest mobile phone study fails to find brain cancer link Mobile phones and cancer risk –
Interphone study

 Austria (2010)
Scientific Expert Panel on EMF and health confirms ICNIRP limits
http://www.wbf.or.at/wbf-expertenforum/expertenforum-2010/

– The Austrian Scientific Advisory Board Funk (WBF) has unanimously concluded that the current state 
of scientific evidence on mobile phone use shows no conclusive health hazard could be proven. WBF 
says it may therefore continue to be assumed that mobile phones - in compliance with the limits –
represents no health risk to humans.

 Institution of Engineering and Technology (2010)  
Possible Harmful Biological Effects of Low-Level Electromagnetic Fields of Frequencies up to 300 GHz
http://www.theiet.org/factfiles/bioeffects/emf-position.cfm

– the balance of scientific evidence to date still does not indicate that harmful effects occur in humans 
due to low-level exposure to EMFs. This conclusion remains the same as that reached in its previous 
position statements, the last being in May 2008, and has not been substantially altered by the peer-
reviewed literature published in the past two years.

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/UCM212306.pdf�
http://www.cancer.gov/newscenter/pressreleases/Interphone2010Results�
http://www.cancer.org.au/Newsmedia/mediareleases/mediareleases2010/17May2010.htm�
http://www.wbf.or.at/wbf-expertenforum/expertenforum-2010/�
http://www.theiet.org/factfiles/bioeffects/emf-position.cfm�
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Expert Scientific Reviews (3 of 5)
 European health risk assessment network on EMF exposure (2010)

Report on the analysis of risks associated to exposure to EMF: in vitro and in vivo (animals) studies 
http://efhran.polimi.it/docs/IMS-EFHRAN_09072010.pdf

–Many of the new publications originate from laboratories and countries that are new to 
bioelectromagnetics research. This translates sometimes into unsatisfactory dosimetry or statistical 
analysis. Health risk assessment to be performed in the coming years (e.g., WHO EMF project) will need 
to be carried out with strict quality criteria.

 Latin America (2010) 
Experts Committee on High Frequency Electromagnetic Fields and Human Health
Scientific review: Non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation in the radiofrequency spectrum and its effects on 
human health
http://www.wireless-health.org.br/downloads/LatinAmericanScienceReviewReport.pdf

–…the general conclusion, after more than 20 years of in vivo studies, is that no consistent or important 
effects of RF could be demonstrated in intact animals below international safety standards,
–Overall, current science-based evidence points to there being no adverse effects in humans below 
thermal thresholds, no hazardous influences on the well-being and heath status of users and non-users of 
cell phones and people living near base stations, and that no convincing evidence for adverse cognitive, 
behavioral and neurophysiological and other physiological effects exist.

 Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority (2010)
Electromagnetic radiation from telecommunications and broadcasting equipment and health
http://www.tcra.go.tz/headlines/radiationPressReleaseEng.pdf

–The conclusions from these publications show that there is strong evidence that RF exposure below a 
certain threshold does not cause harmful effects to biological systems. 
–The weight of substantial international scientific research is that there is no substantial evidence that the 
use of communications equipment causes harmful health effects.

http://efhran.polimi.it/docs/IMS-EFHRAN_09072010.pdf�
http://www.wireless-health.org.br/downloads/LatinAmericanScienceReviewReport.pdf�
http://www.tcra.go.tz/headlines/radiationPressReleaseEng.pdf�
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Expert Scientific Reviews (4 of 5) 
 European Commission (2010)

Promoting Healthy Environments With A Focus On The Impact Of Actions On 
Electromagnetic Fields
http://ec.europa.eu/health/electromagnetic_fields/docs/bio_frep_en.pdf

– There is no conclusive scientific evidence of any adverse health effects below the 
protection limits of exposure to electromagnetic fields proposed by the International 
Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), implemented in Europe 
by the Council Recommendation 1999/519/EC. The advantage of applying the ICNIRP 
guidelines is their solid scientific basis of established biological effects.

– In conclusion, society and/or decision-makers have to decide which options of 
exposure reductions are to be applied, given the present scientific uncertainty in 
relation to some exposure scenarios. However, it is unclear at the moment whether 
precautionary measures lead to any benefits. For this purpose, the options, their 
potential benefits, and potential lack of any benefits together with the implementation 
costs have to be communicated in a transparent manner. At the same time, more data 
are needed to have a better overview of an individual’s total EMF exposure in a 
modern environment, to better identify where exposure peaks occur, and how they can 
be avoided.

 European Union (2010)
European Health Risk Assessment Network on Electromagnetic Fields Exposure (EFHRAN)
http://efhran.polimi.it/docs/EFHRAN_D2_final.pdf

– For none of the diseases is there sufficient evidence for a causal association between 
exposure and the risk of the disease, and the strength of evidence for many outcomes 
remains as inadequate.

– Classification: Evidence for Lack of Effect for EHS.

http://ec.europa.eu/health/electromagnetic_fields/docs/bio_frep_en.pdf�
http://efhran.polimi.it/docs/EFHRAN_D2_final.pdf�
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Expert Scientific Reviews (5 of 5) 
 Ontario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion (2010)

Wireless Technology and Health Outcomes: Evidence and Review
http://www.oahpp.ca/resources/documents/10-09-
2010_Wireless_technology_and_health_outcomes_v2.pdf

– …While the most recent review continues to call for additional research to follow up on 
new findings, after a decade of additional research, there is still no conclusive evidence 
of adverse effects on health at exposure levels below current Canadian guidelines.

– Given the experience with other sources of non-ionizing radiation (e.g. power lines) that 
have been in use much longer than cellphones or Wi-Fi, it is unlikely that all 
controversies related to potential RF effects will be resolved even after decades of 
additional research.

 French National Cancer Institute (2010)
Mobile phones and health: what do we know?
http://www.e-cancer.fr/prevention/environnement-et-cancers/ondes-
electromagnetiques/telephones-mobiles-et-sante--que-savons-nous-

– French health authorities indicate there is no evidence to demonstrate that the use of 
mobile phones presents a risk to health, both for adults and for children. 

http://www.oahpp.ca/resources/documents/10-09-2010_Wireless_technology_and_health_outcomes_v2.pdf�
http://www.oahpp.ca/resources/documents/10-09-2010_Wireless_technology_and_health_outcomes_v2.pdf�
http://www.e-cancer.fr/prevention/environnement-et-cancers/ondes-electromagnetiques/telephones-mobiles-et-sante--que-savons-nous-�
http://www.e-cancer.fr/prevention/environnement-et-cancers/ondes-electromagnetiques/telephones-mobiles-et-sante--que-savons-nous-�
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In Vitro Studies

 Considered “supportive” to other study types
 Not alone adequate to identify human health hazards
 Mixed results (no effects/effects)

• Genotoxic effects not plausible
 Reported in vitro effects not supported by results of long-term 

animal studies 
 Minor significance in WHO health risk assessment
 EC Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly Identified 

Health Risks (SCENIHR 2009): “It is concluded from three 
independent lines of evidence (epidemiological, animal and in 
vitro studies) that exposure to RF fields is unlikely to lead to an 
increase in cancer in humans.“ 
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Animal Cancer Studies

 45 animal studies provide important information for planned 
cancer risk assessment by IARC 

– Long-term exposure including lifetime exposure
– Large number of animals
– Numerous cancer models
– Multiple exposure levels (dose-response relation) up to 50 

times public exposure limit (0.08 W/kg)
– Good dosimetry (dose rate data)
– Complete histopathology of all major organs and tissues
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Long-Term Animal Studies

 The weight of evidence in 45 studies shows that RF exposure up 
to lifetime exposure (2 years) does not adversely affect body 
mass, survival and carcinogenic processes (initiation, promotion 
or co-promotion) at:

• whole-body dose rates up to 4 W/kg and 
• localized dose rates up to 2.3 W/kg

 The weight of evidence of 45 animal studies offers a strong 
challenge to claims of in vivo and in vitro results related to cancer 
such as DNA breaks 

 Due to the extensive database, it is unlikely that the results of 
ongoing animal cancer studies will shift the weight of evidence
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Electrohypersensitivity EHS (1 of 2)

 Rubin et al. (2010)
• Review of 46 studies “No robust evidence could be found to 

support this theory”: exposure to electromagnetic fields is 
responsible for triggering EHS symptoms.
Bioelectromagnetics 31(1):1-11.

 UK Mobile Telecommunications and Health Research Programme 
Report (2007)

• “…studies on electrical hypersensitivity have offered no 
convincing support for the hypothesis that the unpleasant 
symptoms experienced by sufferers result from exposure to 
signals from mobile phones or base stations.”
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Electrohypersensitivity EHS (2 of 2)

 Health Council of Netherlands, Annual Update 2008
• "From the good quality scientific data emerges the picture that 

there is no causal relationship between exposure to 
radiofrequency electromagnetic fields and the occurrence of 
symptoms. However, there is a relationship between symptoms 
and the assumption of being exposed and therefore most likely 
with the risk perception. Nevertheless, the symptoms do exist and 
require a solution." 

 Swedish Radiation Protection Authority (SSI), Report 2009
• “While the symptoms experienced by patients with perceived 

electromagnetic hypersensitivity are very real and some subjects 
suffer severely, there is no evidence that RF exposure is a causal 
factor.” 
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At French EMF 
free zone

(EHS)

Idiopathic Environmental Intolerance (IEI)

From E. van Deventer 
http://www.stralsakerhetsmyndigheten.se/Global/Nyheter/2010/Seminarium-EMF/van%20Deventer,%20RF%20and%20Health%20WHO%20perspective.pdf
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Interphone (13 countries) Summary

 “Overall, no increase in risk of glioma or meningioma 
was observed with use of mobile phones. There were 
suggestions of an increased risk of glioma at the 
highest exposure levels, but biases and error prevent 
a causal interpretation. The possible effects of long-
term heavy use of mobile phones require further 
investigation. [Paper published on May 18, 2010]

 No supporting evidence for human tumor risk from 
animal, in vitro and mechanistic studies. 

 No supporting evidence for human brain tumor risk 
from cancer trends over 30-year periods.    
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Epidemiology: 30-Year Brain Cancer Trends
 United States: “Despite raised concerns related to the risk of brain cancer 

from using cellular phones, our study fails to find support for this 
hypothesis at the population level.”
• Trends in brain cancer incidence and survival in the U.S.: Surveillance, 

Epidemiology, and End Results Program, 1973 to 2001, Deorah et al. 
Neurosurg Focus 20:1 (2006)

 United States: “Overall, these incidence data do not provide support to the 
view that cellular phone use causes brain cancer.”
• Analysis of trends in incidence rate of brain tumors from 1992-2006 in U.S., 

Inskip et al. Neuro Oncol 12(11):1087 (2010)
 Switzerland: “…after the introduction of mobile phone..brain tumour mortality 

rates remained stable in all age groups..” 
• Cellular telephone use and time trends in brain tumour mortality in Switzerland 

from 1969 to 2002. Roosli et al. Eur J Cancer Prev. 16:77 (2007)
 Scandinavia countries (1974-2003): “No change in incidence trends were 

observed from 1998 to 2003, the time when possible associations between 
mobile phone use and cancer risk would be informative about an induction 
period of 5-10 years.” J Natl Cancer Inst. 2009 Dec 16;101(24):1721-4.
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IARC Meeting on RF classification 

 Scheduled for May 24-31, 2011

 WHO Environmental Health Criteria document is 
expected to be done in 2012. 
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Getting Risk Communications Wrong

Question B2: Are you concerned 
over the potential health risks 
of electromagnetic fields?

Answers: Very concerned 
+ fairly concerned

Stricter legal safety standards
(limits, exclusion zones)

Strong precautionary 
Advice by governments 

Source: EMF Eurobarometer 2007
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American Council on Science and Health – Risk Rings, Exposures

Odds of dying
1 of 771

Odds of dying
1 of 2681

http://www.riskometer.org/pages/riskringsExposures.html

No death due 
to EMF 
exposure
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From E. van Deventer 
http://www.stralsakerhetsmyndigheten.se/Global/Nyheter/2010/Seminarium-EMF/van%20Deventer,%20RF%20and%20Health%20WHO%20perspective.pdf

“ ”
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From E. van Deventer 
http://www.stralsakerhetsmyndigheten.se/Global/Nyheter/2010/Seminarium-EMF/van%20Deventer,%20RF%20and%20Health%20WHO%20perspective.pdf
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WHO Research Agenda (August 2010)

• WHO released the revised 2010 RF EMF Research Agenda 
on its website.  The agenda draws together the status of EMF 
research in order to identify knowledge gaps and articulate a 
“focused research program to potential funding agencies.” 
The document is based on the following criteria: “Relevance 
to public health (scientific concern, public concern, exposure 
relevance); potential for filling knowledge gaps; scientific 
suitability (study design and method); and feasibility (in terms 
of cost, ethical issues, timescale).” The report divided its 
comments by study area.

http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2010/9789241599948_eng.pdf

http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2010/9789241599948_eng.pdf�
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Recent Books
 Derva Davis: “Disconnect: The Truth About Cell 

Phone Radiation, What the Industry Has Done to Hide 
it, and How to Protect Your Family.” 

 Kerry Crofton: “Wireless Radiation Rescue”

 Camilla Rees and Magda Havas: “Public Health SOS: 
The Shadow Side of the Wireless Revolution”

 Samuel Milham: “Dirty Electricity”
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Opposite opinion websites
1. http://next-up.org
2. http://EMF-Health.com
3. http://c-a-r-e.org
4. http://earthpulse.net
5. http://buergerwelle.com
6. http://emfacts.com
7. http://emrpolicy.org
8. http://mast-victims.org
9. http://www.junipercivic.com/latestNewsArticle.asp?nid=41
10. http://emf-portal.de
11. http://safewireless.org
12. http://laleva.org
13. http://powerwatch.org
14. http://hese-project.org
15. http://tetrawatch.net
16. http://earthlink.net
17. http://www.feb.se/EMFguru/Research/research-contents.html
18. http://www.feb.se/index.htm
19. http://www.emfguru.org/
20. http://members.aol.com/gotemf/emf/
21. http://wave-guide.org
22. http://www.electrosensitivity.org.uk/
23. http://www.ahappyhabitat.com/
24. http://www.textually.org
25. http://www.environmentalhealthtrust.org/
26. http://www.radiationresearch.org/
27. http://www.thepeoplesinitiative.org/
28. http://www.pandora-foundation.eu/preface/index.html
29. http://www.electrosensitivesociety.com/
30. http://www.magdahavas.com
31. http://electromagnetichealth.org

VS

1. http://www.emfandhealth.com

http://next-up.org/�
http://emf-health.com/�
http://c-a-r-e.org/�
http://earthpulse.net/�
http://buergerwelle.com/�
http://emfacts.com/�
http://emrpolicy.org/�
http://mast-victims.org/�
http://www.junipercivic.com/latestNewsArticle.asp?nid=41�
http://emf-portal.de/�
http://safewireless.org/�
http://laleva.org/�
http://powerwatch.org/�
http://hese-project.org/�
http://tetrawatch.net/�
http://earthlink.net/�
http://www.feb.se/EMFguru/Research/research-contents.html�
http://www.feb.se/index.htm�
http://www.emfguru.org/�
http://members.aol.com/gotemf/emf/�
http://wave-guide.org/�
http://www.electrosensitivity.org.uk/�
http://www.ahappyhabitat.com/�
http://www.textually.org/�
http://www.environmentalhealthtrust.org/�
http://www.radiationresearch.org/�
http://www.thepeoplesinitiative.org/�
http://www.pandora-foundation.eu/preface/index.html�
http://www.electrosensitivesociety.com/�
http://www.magdahavas.com/�
http://electromagnetichealth.org/�
http://www.emfandhealth.com/�
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The Controversy

Established Adverse Health Effects
versus 

Possible Biological Effects

of RF Exposure
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International RF Safety Standards

 ICNIRP (1998): “this publication is to establish guidelines 
for limiting EMF exposure that will provide protection 
against known adverse health effects”.
*ICNIRP reconfirmed its guidelines in 2009.

 IEEE ICES C95.1-2005: “The purpose of this standard is to 
provide exposure limits to protect against established 
adverse effects to human health induced by exposure to 
RF electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields over the 
frequency range of 3 kHz to 300 GHz.”
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Other interested organizations
 International Commission for Electromagnetic Safety 

(ICEMS) advocates protection of the public from 
electromagnetic fields and develops the scientific basis 
and strategies for assessment, prevention, management 
and communication of risk, based on the precautionary 
principle (web posted 5 resolutions)

 BioInitiative Report promotes low exposure limits to avoid 
possible biological effects as a precautionary measure (17 
chapters written by 14 individuals); however, international 
health authorities do not consider the BioInitiative Report 
to be an objective scientific report.  
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IEEE C95.1-2005 on Low-level Effects

 Despite more than 50 years of RF research, low-level 
biological effects have not been established.

 No theoretical mechanism has been established that 
supports the existence of any effect characterized by 
trivial heating other than microwave hearing. 

 Moreover, the relevance of reported low-level effects 
to health remains speculative and such effects are 
not useful for standard setting.
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Main Messages
 60 years of research on RF bioeffects.
 Both biological and adverse health effects have been reported 

and collected in the extensive IEEE database.
 Effects especially adverse effects must be independently 

confirmed and understood.
 Standards have been developed to protect against known 

established adverse effects.
 Large safety margins (10 and 50X) are built into the safety 

standards.
 Expert reviews and health authorities agree that the current 

international standards (ICNIRP and IEEE C95.1-2005) are 
protective. ICNIRP reconfirmed the safety of its guidelines in 
2009.

 Communication of good repeatable science is important to avoid 
nocebo health effects.
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RF/MW Exposure Standards

 Evolve very slowly compared to the rate of 
hardware development

 IEEE C95.1 2005 was published 14 years
after the previous version

 IEEE comittee participation is open and 
voluntary

 Even so, the public does not always believe 
they are adequately protected
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For hardware developers

 Top priority is to make a working device
 Then be sure it is electrically compatible
 Finally, see if it complies with exposure 

safety standards
 For higher power systems, standards 

compliance can be seen as a threat to the 
development program, therefore 
assessment of compliance usually is 
delayed till the end of the process.
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Hardware Projects & Funding

 Success is a useful product
 Funding organizations like to point to  

successful products
 A single project cannot afford to support 

bioeffects research for future standards
 However, the exposure standards may limit 

potentially useful, even lifesaving products
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Cost of Over Protective 
Standards

 An over protective standards will not lead to 
easily attributable injuries

 But there will be costs
- Some devices may become impractical
- More cell phone towers!
- Some life-saving technologies would not be 

available
 There are a number of vocal advocates for 

lower standards
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RF/MW Bioeffects Research

 Published RF/MW bioeffects research is the 
common resource for exposure standards

 Successful exploitation of RF/MW 
technologies ultimately depends on these data

 Bioeffects research is an example of ”the 
tragedy of the commons”, a behavioral trap

 As a common resource, maximum benefit is 
gained if one does not contribute, at least in 
the short term
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”Tragedy of the Commons” 

 Garrett Hardin first describe this in 1968
 The 2009 Nobel Prize for Economics went 

to Elinor Ostrom who studied this issue
 It has been applied socital problems such 

as fisheries, natural resources, and global 
warming, etc.

 Safety standards and the research upon 
which they are based is a common 
resource such as a road or a pasture.
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Example of behavioral traps:
The “Mattress in the Road”

• A mattress is blocking a road
• Each driver must slow down to get around 

the mattress
• One driver could stop and move the 

mattress, cost to that driver is high
• But all the other drivers will benefit
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”Tragedy of the Commons”
Another Example

A shared pasture can support a number of 
goats indefinitely. 
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”Tragedy of the Commons” 
(continued)

But for each herdsman, a larger herd always 
produces greater personal benefit, even the 
total is worse.
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”Tragedy of the Commons” 
(continued)

Even as the pasture is untimately ruined by 
overgrazing, it continues to be true for each 
herdsman that a larger herd will always 
produces greater individual benefit.
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RF/MW Standards as a 
”Mattress in the Road”

 Failure to comply with exposures standards 
can stop or delay projects

 Improving the standard is costly
 Maybe someone else will do it?
 Over protective standards may block some 

applications all together
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RF/MW Standard:
The Bioeffects

• Standards are based on a known bioeffect
• The effect is related to exposure level
• The threshold for the effect is a statistical 

description of the probability of the effect as 
a function of exposure level

• The effect is the level at which a food-
rewarded animal stops its trained behavior, 
or “work stoppage”. 

• This occurs when the core body temperature 
is raised by approximately 1 oC
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Work Stoppage

• Many safety standards are based on the 
threshold for injury.

• Work stoppage is not injury. 
• If the exposure is terminated, the animal 

will return to work as its core temperature 
returns to normal.

• There is no cumulative effect of repeated 
exposures.
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Based on a slide developed by C.K Chou, 2002
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The Current RF/MW Standard

• Includes safety factors of 10 and 50 below 
the threshold for work stoppage

• This allows for variability in control of the 
exposures outside of the laboratory and 
for training of workers, and lack of 
awareness by the public

• Given the lack of widespread RF/MW 
injuries, the standard appears to be 
working.
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Other Approaches to the 
RF/MW Standard: 

Temperature Change
• The established mechanism of RF/MW 

bioeffects is heating of exposed tissues.
• The public understands temperature from a 

variety of sources
• Where SAR is hard for the public to 

understand as compared to the equivalent in 
temperature change 

• For workers a SAR of 0.4 W/kg is 0.1 oC
• For the public a SAR of 0.08 W/kg is 0.02 oC
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Other Approaches to the RF/MW 
Standard: Injury Threshold

• Most safety standards are based on an injury 
threshold, not a reversible bioeffect

• An injury-based standard clearly defines the margin 
of safety between permissible and injurious 
exposures

• Since work stoppage is not injury, the current safety 
margins are unnecessarily large

• But injury must be defined and may not be the same 
for all exposure parameters (e.g., hyperthermia at 
lower frequencies in the hundreds of MHz and skin 
burns at higher frequencies greater than 3 GHz)
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Supporting Safety Standards:
A How To (Part 1)

 Make compliance testing part of your 
product development  

 Changes will be easier and cheaper
 Be forthcoming:

 Do not hold back information
 Proprietary designs can be handled with 

non-disclosure agreements
 Testers will be more conservative the less 

you tell them
 Let your funding sources know that 

standards and bioeffects are important
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Supporting Safety Standards:
A How To (Part 2)

 Support Standards Harmonization: 
International distribution of your product will 
be easier

 You could help by attending standards 
meetings.

 Encourage local standards to conform to 
recognized international standards

 Attend international meetings like this one
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Supporting Safety Standards:
A How To (Part 3)

 Fund Bioeffects Research
 Dosimetry Modeling: Computational 

modeling is common in hardware 
development but also in bioeffects research. 
It could increase the accuracy and decrease 
the costs of compliance testing

 Support Testing Infrastructure: What you pay 
for a test should include some funding for 
maintaining or even improving testing 
capability
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There are other threats

 Some people think safety standard should be             
more restrictive (e.g., BioInitiative and others)

 Recent articles:
 “Warning your cell phone may be hazardous to 

your health” GQ, Feb 2010

 “How safe is your cell phone?” Time Magazine, 
March 15, 2010

 “The Man Who Is Allergic To Radio Waves”, 
Popular Science,  March 2010
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Conclusions
 Compliance testing is a necessary part of 

product development
 Continued RF/MW bioeffects research is 

needed to:
 Improve existing exposure and assessment 

standards
 Maintain a quality scientific literature
 Support future RF/MW technologies
 Characterize bioeffects in a scientifically 

valid, repeatable manor
 Provide correct scientific information to the 

public
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